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Delay-induced resonances in an optical system with feedback
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We study the influence of the delay time in the response of a delayed feedback system to external periodic
driving. The nonlinear system we consider is a semiconductor laser with optical feedback operating in the
low-frequency fluctuation regime. We numerically examine the consequences of varying the external cavity
length of the system when a weak modulation is introduced through the laser’s pump current. The harmonic
modulation is seen to lead to a partial periodic entrainment of power dropouts, and the distribution of time
intervals between the dropouts exhibits resonances with certain delay times. In other words, the response of the
system to the external modulation is enhanced for particular values of the external cavity length. The same
effect can be observed in the presence of noise, indicating that stochastic resonance can be enhanced or
degraded depending on the feedback time.
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The control of the dynamics of nonlinear systems h
been a field of great interest in recent years@1#. Carefully
chosen small perturbations, for instance, can stabilize
otherwise unstable limit cycles embedded in a strange att
tor, rendering an originally chaotic dynamics periodic@2#. In
a more direct approach, parametric modulation has also b
used to induce periodic behavior in chaotic systems, by
training their dynamics to the external driving@3#. The effi-
ciency of such an entrainment is an important issue. Here
consider the case of a chaotic system with delayed feedb
and show that the entrainment efficiency is substantially
fected by the feedback time.

The nonlinear system that we study is a semicondu
laser with external optical feedback~see Fig. 1! @4#. This
system has attracted much attention in the last decades
in part to its potential application to optical communication
Semiconductor lasers are highly nonlinear, and in the p
ence of optical feedback from an external mirror they exh
a rich variety of dynamical regimes when control paramet
~basically the laser pumping intensity and the feedb
strength! are carefully adjusted. One of their dynamical r
gimes of operation, probably the most studied one, is
low-frequency fluctuation regime~LFF! @5#, in which the
total output intensity of the laser turns off abruptly at irreg
lar times, recovering gradually after a short time interval
dynamical interpretation of this phenomenon can be obtai
from the Lang-Kobayashi model@4#, a system of delay-
differential equations that describes the behavior of the e
ted electric field and population inversion in the assumpt
of single-longitudinal-mode behavior and weak reflectiv
of the external mirror~see below!. According to this model,
the fixed points of the system dynamics in the presence
feedback are pairs of external cavity modes and their co
sponding antimodes~which correspond to constructive an
destructive interference, respectively, between the intraca
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and the reinjected light beams!. Sano@6# showed that inten-
sity dropouts are a consequence of the collision of the sys
trajectory with a saddle-type antimode.

Different schemes have been proposed to suppress
control these chaotic dropouts. A second external cavity,
instance, has been seen to stabilize the system and sup
the dropouts@7,8#. On the other hand, a harmonic modul
tion of the pump current has been used to entrain the ot
wise irregular dropouts to the periodic driving, thereby elim
nating the chaotic behavior of the system@9#. This procedure
provides a good entrainment of the intensity dropouts a
wide range of modulation periods@10#. Further work has
shown that entrainment to a weak periodic modulation c
be enhanced by adding noise to the pump current@11,12#, in
an example of stochastic resonance. Finally, a relatively
riodic response of the dropout events has been reported
in the absence of a harmonic modulation, provided nois
still added to the pump current@13,14# in a form of coher-
ence resonance. In the latter two cases, both the intensity
the correlation time of the noise have been seen to be cri
parameters for entrainment to happen@12,14#.

In the present paper we are concerned about how the f
back time influences the entrainment of power dropouts i
semiconductor laser. To that end, we use the abo
mentioned Lang-Kobayashi model to numerically study
distribution of time intervals between dropout events
varying lengths of the external cavity. As will be shown b
low, our results indicate that the response of the laser ex

FIG. 1. Setup studied: LD is the laser diode, L are the collim
ing lenses, and M is an external mirror, whose distance to the l
can be modified.
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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its resonances with respect to the feedback time. These r
nances are of special importance in the stochastic reson
phenomenon, which is enhanced if the external cavity len
is accurately adjusted. Figure 1 depicts a scheme of the
cific setup studied.

The model used in the numerical simulations consists
couple of rate equations describing the evolution of
slowly varying amplitude of the complex electric fieldE(t)
and the carrier numberN(t) @4#:

dE

dt
5

11 ia

2
@G~E,N!2g#E~ t !1ke2 ivt fE~ t2t f !

1A2bNz~ t !, ~1!

dN

dt
5ge@C~ t !Nth2N~ t !#2G~E,N!uE~ t !u2. ~2!

Hereg andge are the inverse lifetimes of photons and ca
riers, respectively,C(t) represents the pump current appli
to the laser,v is the emitting frequency of the solitary las
~without feedback!, anda is the linewidth enhancement fac
tor, which couples the amplitude and the phase of the elec
field. The second term in Eq.~1! corresponds to the feed
back, withk representing the feedback strength andt f the
feedback roundtrip time. The last term of Eq.~1! is an inter-
nal noise that stands for spontaneous emission fluctuati
whereb measures the noise strength andz(t) is a Gaussian
white noise with zero mean and unity intensity. The mate
gain functionG(E,N) is given by

G~E,N!5
g@N~ t !2N0#

11suE~ t !u2
, ~3!

whereg is the differential gain coefficient,N0 is the carrier
number at transparency ands is the saturation coefficient
The threshold carrier numberNth in Eq. ~2! is given byNth
5g/g1N0.

For constant pump currentC(t)5C0 and the parameter
of Table I, the laser operates in the LFF regime, charac
ized by irregularly spaced and sudden drops in power,
companied by abrupt increases in the accumulated p

TABLE I. Semiconductor laser parameters used in the simu
tions.

Description Symbol Value

Linewidth enhancement factor a 5.0
Cavity loss coefficient g 0.158 ps21

Carrier inverse lifetime ge 6.0031024 ps21

dc injection current C0 1.02
Saturation coefficient s 3.031027

Spontaneous emission noise b 0.531029 ps22

Differential gain coefficient g 2.7931029 ps21

Carrier number at transparency N0 1.513108

Feedback level k 0.02 ps21

External roundtrip time t f variable
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along the external cavity,h(t)5f(t)2f(t2t f), with
E(t)5AI (t)exp@if(t)# @see Ref.@14# and Fig. 2~a!#. If a pe-
riodic modulation is added to the pump current, i.e.,C(t)
5C01Amodsin(vmodt), the dropouts can be entrained to th
external periodic driving for high enough modulation amp
tudeAmod, as shown in Ref.@9#. In that work it was observed
that, for a given delay time, entrainment can be obtained
a certain range of modulation frequenciesvmod, and it was
conjectured that this entrainment is optimal when the mo
lation frequency is close to the frequency difference betw
an external cavity mode and its adjacent antimode@9#. If that
is the case, the relation between the external cavity freque
and the modulation frequency can be expected to play
important role in the response of the system to periodic d
ing. Since the length of the external cavity determines
resonance frequency spectrum, the feedback timet f should
influence the entrainment substantially. In order to exam
this point, we modify the external roundtrip time while kee
ing the modulation frequency constant. With this aim, we
the dc pump current toC051.02 ~the threshold for lasing
action in these units isC051), and introduce a sinusoida
modulation of amplitudeAmod50.04 and period Tmod
570 ns. Figure 2 shows the phase differenceh(t) for three
different delay times. For the modulation parameters chos
the dropouts are perfectly entrained to the driving signal
t f52.8 ns@Fig. 2~b!#. However, the entrainment is lost whe
the delay time is decreased@Fig. 2~a!#, and changes qualita
tively when it is increased@Fig. 2~c!#. Hence, the results
indicate that an entrainment of the intensity dropouts at
modulation frequency does not occur for all delay times, d
to the interplay between the modulation frequency and
external cavity frequency highlighted in Ref.@9#.

In order to examine the effect of the delay timet f sys-
tematically on the statistical distribution of the power dro
outs, we plot, as a solid line in Fig. 3~a!, the normalized
standard deviation of the time intervals between consecu
dropouts for increasingt f and the same modulation ampl

-

FIG. 2. External cavity phase differenceh(t) of a modulated
laser with optical feedback in the LFF regime for three differe
values of the delay time:~a! t f51 ns, ~b! t f52.8 ns, and~c! t f

58.4 ns. The modulation period isTmod570 ns in all cases, with a
fixed amplitude ofAmod50.04. The rest of the laser parameters a
those of Table I.
7-2
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tude Amod50.04 as in Fig. 2. Two well defined resonanc
can be observed, characterized by two clearcut minima of
standard deviation for given values of the delay time. Th
resonances, however, are not a straightforward consequ
of the relationship between the modulation frequency and
external cavity frequency. If that were the case, the re
nances would occur at the same values oft f irrespective of
the modulation amplitude~provided Tmod remains un-
changed!, since the distance between modes and adja
antimodes depends only ont f , not onAmod. But a compari-
son between the solid and dashed lines of Fig. 3~a! shows
that the resonance minima shift to lower values oft f as the
modulation amplitude decreases.

In order to clarify this fact, in Fig. 3~b! we plot the mean
value of the interdropout intervals~to be called ‘‘mean pe-
riod’’ in what follows! corresponding to the cases shown
Fig. 3~a!. The results clearly show that when the resonan
happen, the mean period locks to the modulation periodTmod
or a multiple of it. This behavior clearly contrasts with th
situation when no modulation is applied~dotted line in Fig.
3!. In that case, the mean period increases monotono
with the delay time, and the normalized standard deviat
depends only weakly~and also monotonically! on it.

The increase of the mean dropout period with feedb
time for no~or small! modulation amplitude can be related
the fact that the number of external cavity modes increa
with the delay time. For large modulation amplitudes, on
other hand, the periodic driving takes over the dynamics
the system, forcing the intensity to drop before its natu
dropout period. The shift in the resonances withAmod can
then be understood from the fact that the modulation al
the dependence of the mean period on the delay time in s
a way that locking occurs at different values oft f for differ-
ent modulation amplitudes. AsAmod increases, the width o
the locking regions increases, until, for a large enough mo
lation amplitude, an entrainment of the interval betwe
dropouts is observed for all delay times~results not shown!.

The previous results show that the feedback time mus

FIG. 3. Normalized standard deviation~a! and mean period~b!
of the time interval between dropouts for three different amplitu
modulations:Amod50 ~dotted line!, Amod50.02 ~dashed line!, and
Amod50.04 ~solid line!. In ~b! horizontal guiding lines indicate the
multiples of the modulation periodTmod.
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accurately selected in order to enhance entrainment to a
monic modulation. A natural question that arises from the
results is how the feedback time affects the phenomeno
stochastic resonance~SR! in a semiconductor laser in th
LFF regime@11,12#. With the aim of answering this question
we introduce in the system a time-correlated external no
j(t) through the pumping current of the laser, superimpo
onto the weak periodic signal, i.e.,C(t)5C01j(t)
1Amodsin(vmod), where j(t) is a Gaussian Ornstein
Uhlenbeck noise with zero mean and correlation:

^j~ t !j~ t8!&5
D

tc
e2ut2t8u/tc. ~4!

The external noise is characterized by its intensityD and its
correlation timetc . The variance of the noise is given b
D/tc , so that its amplitude iss5AD/tc. A time-correlated
noise is chosen due to the fast dynamics of this sys
(; tens of picoseconds! @15#, which makes the consideratio
of a white electronic noise an unrealistic assumption@14#.

Earlier work has shown that noise of the type given in E
~4! can play the role of a modulation, in terms of enhanci
entrainment@12#. We can thus expect that the delay-induc
resonances described will also depend on the noise inten
In order to test this conjecture, we set the modulation a
laser parameters to match the situation presented in the
curve of Fig. 3 and introduce noise into the system. Figur
shows the normalized standard deviation and the averag
the time interval between dropouts for three different no
levels as a function of the delay timet f . The results indicate
that, as the noise intensity increases, the resonances sh
higher delay times, similarly to what happens in the det
ministic case as the modulation amplitude increases. At v
ance with the deterministic case, however, for large no
intensities the standard deviation curve shifts upwards
expected from a disordering effect of noise.

This dependence on the delay time is critical from t
point of view of SR, which cannot be observed equally w

e

FIG. 4. Normalized standard deviation~a! and mean period~b!
of the time interval between dropouts for three different noise a
plitudes:s50.00 ~solid line!, s50.04 ~dashed line!, ands50.06
~dotted line!. In ~b! horizontal guiding lines indicate the multiple
of the modulation periodTmod.
7-3
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for all delay times: as shown in Fig. 4~a!, near the minima of
the deterministic~solid! curve~a! noise can only degrade th
regularity of the dropouts, and hence SR cannot be expe
for these delay times. Far away from these minima, on
other hand, a small amount of noise will improve the qua
of the entrainment~which will be degraded again for larg
enough noise!, and hence SR will arise. The farther the o
erating point is from these minima, the more pronounced
SR effect will be. This fact is shown in Fig. 5, which plo
the phase differenceh(t) between the emitted and reinjecte
fields for two different delay times and for three increasi
noise intensities. As expected from the discussion above
is not observed att f52.8 ns, where increasing noise des
bilizes the regular output of the laser@see Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#.
For t f54.3 ns, on the other hand, intermediate values
noise enhance the regularity of the laser output@Figs. 5~d!–
5~f!#, which is the typical feature of SR.

Our results indicate that the response to external mod
tion of certain types of delayed nonlinear systems can
optimized by tuning the magnitude of the delay time. In sp
of the general interest of such a conclusion, we must rem
that experimentally observing this phenomenon in the p
ticular laser system studied in this paper is a challeng
task, due mainly to the difficulty of reproducing the alig
ment of the external mirror and the amount of feedback
different cavity lengths. Therefore the optimization proc
dure reported here, if intended to improve the design
fabrication of an integrated device, should be carefully p
sued at the very beginning of the design process. From
scientific point of view, since as mentioned above there
clear relationship between the external cavity length and
modulation period, a parallel experiment can be propo
consisting in fixing the external cavity length and modifyin
the modulation period. Figure 6 shows the phase differe
time traces obtained numerically in that case, when

FIG. 5. External-cavity phase differenceh(t) for two different
delay times:t f52.8 ns~left!, andt f54.3 ns~right!. The values of
the noise amplitude are:s50.00 ~a,d!; s50.025 ~b,e!; and s
50.041 for~c,f!.
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pumping current is modulated with three different modu
tion periods but with the same amplitude (Amod50.04), and
in the presence of external noise (s50.025). The results
indicate that, for these particular conditions, the entrainm
is only achieved for intermediate values of modulation p
riod @Fig. 6~b!#, i.e., a resonant effect is also observed in t
case.

Many types of real-life nonlinear systems are subjected
the joint influence of delayed feedback, external driving, a
noise. In this work, we have numerically analyzed the int
play between these three factors in a well-controlled non
ear device, namely, a semiconductor laser with optical fe
back modulated by a weak pump current. Our results sh
that resonances with the delay time~i.e., with the external
cavity length! exist, and that their location shifts with th
modulation amplitude. This latter fact indicates that the re
nances are not a simple consequence of the matching
tween the modulation frequency and the beating freque
of adjacent external cavity modes. Instead, we show that
resonances correspond to locking of the mean period
tween dropouts to multiples of the modulation period. W
have also studied how this effect influences the role of no
in this system, showing that by adjusting the delay time o
can either enhance or degrade the phenomenon of stoch
resonance. It would be interesting to establish whethe
similar effect of the delay time exists in other pulsating sy
tems exhibiting stochastic resonance, such as for insta
neural systems.
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FIG. 6. External-cavity phase differenceh(t) for a fixed noise
amplitude s50.025, delay timet f54.3 ns, and three differen
modulation periods:~a! Ta540 ns, ~b! Tb570 ns, and~c! Tc

5120 ns.
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